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Carry On
Rainbow Rowell

Simon Snow just wants to relax and savour his last year at 
the Watford School of Magicks, but no one will let him. His 
girlfriend broke up with him, his best friend is a pest and his 
mentor keeps trying to hide him away in the mountains 
where maybe he'll be safe. Simon can't even enjoy the fact 
that his room-mate and longtime nemesis is missing, 
because he can't stop worrying about the evil git. Plus there 
are ghosts. And vampires. And actual evil things trying to 
shut Simon down. When you're the most powerful magician 
the world has ever known, you never get to relax and 
savour anything. Carry On is a ghost story, a love story, a 
mystery and a melodrama. It has just as much kissing and 
talking as you'd expect from a Rainbow Rowell story - but 
far, far more monsters.

Macmillan Children's Books • TPB • General fiction (Children's / Teenage)

9781447299318 $24.99

Breakaway
Kat Spears

When Jason Marshall's younger sister passes away, he 
knows he can count on his three best friends and soccer 
teammates - Mario, Jordie, and Chick - to be there for 
him. With a grief-crippled mother and a father who's not 
in the picture, he needs them more than ever. But when 
Mario starts hanging out with a rough group of friends 
and Jordie finally lands the girl of his dreams, Jason is 
left to fend for himself while maintaining a strained 
relationship with troubled and quiet Chick. Then Jason 
meets Raine, a girl he thinks is out of his league but who 
sees him for everything he wants to be, and he finds 
himself pulled between building a healthy and stable 
relationship with a girl he might be falling in love with, 
grieving for his sister, and trying to hold onto the 
friendships he has always relied on.

Griffin • PB • General fiction (Children's / Teenage)

9781250086013 $16.99

Sway
Kat Spears

In Kat Spears' hilarious and often poignant debut, high 
school senior Jesse Alderman, or "Sway," specialises in 
getting things people want - term papers, a date with the 
prom queen and fake IDs. For Jesse, life is simply a series 
of business transactions. But when Ken Foster, football 
team captain and all-around jerk, hires Jesse to help him 
win the heart of the angelic Bridget Smalley, Jesse finds 
himself falling helplessly in love. He also forms an 
accidental friendship with Bridget's belligerent and self-
pitying younger brother who has cerebral palsy. Suddenly, 
Jesse is visiting old folks at a nursing home in order to run 
into Bridget, and offering his time to help the less fortunate, 
all the while developing a bond with this young man who 
idolises him. Could the tin man really have a heart after all?

St Martin's Press • PB • General fiction (Children's / Teenage)

9781250051424 $16.99

The Lost Girl
R L Stine

The Fear Street series is back with a chilling new 
instalment, packed with pure nightmare fodder. New 
student Lizzy Palmer is the talk of Shadyside High. 
Michael and his girlfriend Pepper befriend her and they 
invite her to join them on a snowmobile race that ends in 
a tragic accident. Soon, Michael's friends start being 
murdered, and Pepper becomes convinced that Lizzy is 
behind the killings. But to her total shock, she and 
Michael are drawn into a tragic story of an unthinkable 
betrayal committed over 60 years ago.

Griffin • PB • General fiction (Children's / Teenage)

9781250080509 $14.99

Goth Girl And The Wuthering Fright
Chris Riddell

People are flocking to Ghastly-Gorm Hall from far and wide 
to compete in Lord Goth's Literary Dog Show. The 
esteemed judges are in place and the contestants are all 
ready to win. Sir Walter Splott is preparing his Lanarkshire 
Lurcher, Plain Austen is preening her Hampshire Hound 
and Homily Dickinson and her Yankee Poodle are raring to 
go. But there's something strange going on at Ghastly-
Gorm - mysterious footprints, howls in the night and some 
suspiciously chewed shoes. Can Ada, the Attic Club and 
their new friends the Vicarage sisters work out what's going 
on before the next full moon? The third book in the Goth 
Girl series.

Macmillan Children's Books • HB • Classic fiction (Children's / Teenage)

9781447277897 $19.99

Tonight the Streets are Ours
Leila Sales

Seventeen-year-old Arden Huntley is recklessly loyal. 
Taking care of her loved ones is what gives Arden 
purpose: it makes her feel like she matters. But she's 
tired of being loyal to people who don't appreciate her -
including her needy best friend and her absent mum. 
Arden stumbles upon a blog called 'Tonight the Streets 
Are Ours', the musings of a young New York City writer 
named Peter, and it feels like she's finally found a 
kindred spirit. When Peter is dumped by the girlfriend he 
blogs about, Arden decides to take a road trip to see him. 
During one crazy night in NYC filled with parties, dancing 
and music - the type of night when anything can happen, 
and nearly everything does - Arden discovers that Peter 
isn't exactly who she thought he was. And maybe she 
isn't exactly who she thought she was either.

Macmillan Children's Books • PB • General fiction (Children's / Teenage)

9781447284147 $19.99
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Your Baby's First Word Will Be Dada
Jimmy Fallon

Jimmy Fallon, host of NBC's The Tonight Show, and one 
of the most popular entertainers in the world, is also a 
father. His children's book is funny and warm and adorable 
- just like he is. Your baby's first word will be... "Dada!" 
Right? Everyone knows that fathers wage a secret 
campaign to ensure that their babies' first word is "Dada!" 
But how does it work? Let Jimmy Fallon show you how. 
*July release

St Martin's Press • HB • Picture Books

9781250009340 $24.99
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St Martin's Press • Picture Books

9781250071811 $14.99

Alice's Adventures in Wonderland and Through the Looking-Glass
Lewis Carroll

A timeless heroine, Alice is quick-witted, determined and 
resourceful. In her first extraordinary adventure she meets 
a series of unforgettable characters, from the bossy White 
Rabbit to the grinning Cheshire Cat and the Mad Hatter, 
all of whom are as famous as Alice herself. Then in 
Through the Looking-Glass Alice finds herself in a place 
even curiouser than Wonderland. She finds herself caught 
up in the great looking-glass chess game and sets off to 
become a queen. A slipcase containing gorgeous editions 
of Lewis Carroll's Alice's Adventures in Wonderland and 
Through the Looking-Glass with the original line 
illustrations by John Tenniel, specially commissioned 
forewords by Hilary McKay and Philip Ardagh, ribbon 
markers and colour plates.

Macmillan Children's Books • HB • Classic fiction (Children's / Teenage)

9781509808762 $49.99

The Snail and the Whale and Room on the Broom Gift Slipcase
Julia Donaldson

This foiled boxset contains board book editions of The 
Snail and the Whale and Room on the Broom - two 
award-winning, bestselling stories that have been 
delighting children and adults the world over for more than 
a decade. Created by Julia Donaldson and Axel Scheffler, 
the most successful picture book partnership ever, and the 
creators of The Gruffalo, these two modern classics are 
now available together in one beautifully designed box -
the perfect picture book gift.

Macmillan Children's Books • Picture Books

9781447286509 $29.99

The Gruffalo
Julia Donaldson

The award-winning story about a clever little mouse 
outwitting the creatures of the deep dark wood has been 
delighting children and adults the world over for more than 
15 years. Created by Julia Donaldson and Axel Scheffler, 
the most successful picture-book partnership ever, The 
Gruffalo has been translated into over 60 languages and 
made into a sell-out stage show and an Oscar-nominated 
film. The exquisitely designed cover features stunning 
silhouette artwork from Axel Scheffler in shiny foil, and the 
high quality hardback has extra-thick paper and a deluxe 
finish. The perfect little gift for big Gruffalo fans.

Macmillan Children's Books • HB • Picture Storybooks

9781447284581 $14.99

The Gruffalo's Child
Julia Donaldson

This classic snowy adventure featuring everyone's 
favourite characters from the deep dark wood has 
delighted children and adults around the world for more 
than ten years. Created by Julia Donaldson and Axel 
Scheffler, the most successful picture book partnership 
ever, this sequel to The Gruffalo is a genuine modern 
classic in its own right. The exquisitely designed cover 
features stunning silhouette artwork in shiny foil, and the 
high quality hardback has extra-thick paper and a deluxe 
finish. The perfect little gift for big Gruffalo fans.

Macmillan Children's Books • HB • Picture Storybooks

9781447284598 $14.99

You're Here for a Reason
Nancy Tillman

How we all make a difference in the world, as celebrated 
by the beloved, bestselling Nancy Tillman. You're here for 
a reason. If you think you're not I would just say that 
perhaps you forgot... a piece of the world that is precious 
and dear would surely be missing if you weren't here. If 
not for your smile and your laugh and your heart this place 
we call home would be minus a part. Thank goodness 
you're here! Thank goodness times two! I just can't 
imagine a world without you. Not only are we loved, but 
we also matter. Once again, Nancy Tillman takes a 
universal truth and makes it accessible for readers young 
and old, as children and animals interact with acts of 
kindness.

St Martin's Press • HB • Picture Books

9781250056269 $24.99

Mortal Danger
Ann Aguirre

Edie has been relentlessly bullied, and she's come to the 
end of her rope. Mysterious and beautiful boy Kian shows 
up to make her dreams come true. That is, if she signs an 
agreement with him and his magical faction. She's 
skeptical, but decides she has nothing to lose. Her desire 
for revenge against her bullies outweighs everything. And 
she knows exactly what she wants from Kian. Over the 
summer he makes her beautiful, transforms her. She'll be 
able to slip into the crowd that devastated her life. She'll 
destroy them from the inside. As it all unfolds, Edie learns 
more about Kian's world and what it is their agreement 
requires. His world is a dark world, filled with cold and 
harsh people. Like Edie, Kian has a dark past and she 
wants so badly to trust him completely, but something's 
standing in her way

St Martin's Press • PB • General fiction (Children's / Teenage)

9781250064370 $16.99



The Body Institute
Carol Riggs

In the near future, a time when being overweight means 
additional taxation, an innovative weight-loss clinic comes 
up with a groundbreaking system. Trainers have their 
brain waves downloaded into overweight clients so that 
they can lose weight for them. Seventeen-year-old Morgan 
Dey jumps at the chance to help pay off some family bills. 
Morgan is recruited by The Body Institute to become a 
Reducer for a client who is 100 pounds overweight: a job 
that comes with unusual conditions, including Morgan 
living at the client's home instead of at the clinic. Morgan 
begins to experience stray memories from her host, 
causing her to question her own identity now that she's in 
someone else's body, house, and family. And when the 
clinic begins to face violent protests from a group that 
questions the ethics involved in the Reducer program, 
Morgan realises she stands to lose much more than the 
100 pounds she'd originally signed up for.

St Martin's Press • PB • General fiction (Children's / Teenage)

9781633751255 $16.99

The Weight of Feathers
Anna-Marie McLemore

The Palomas and the Corbeaus have been locked in an 
escalating feud for over a generation. Both families make 
their living as travelling performers in competing shows -
the Palomas swimming in mermaid exhibitions, the 
Corbeaus, former tightrope walkers, performing in the 
tallest trees they can find. Lace Paloma knows as well as 
anyone that the Corbeaus are pure black magic. Simply 
touching one could mean death, and she's been taught 
from birth to keep away. But when disaster strikes the 
small town where both families are performing, it's a 
Corbeau boy, Cluck, who saves Lace's life. His touch 
immerses her in the world of the Corbeaus, where falling 
for him could turn his own family against him, and one 
misstep can be just as dangerous on the ground as it is in 
the trees.

St Martin's Press • HB • General fiction (Children's / Teenage)

9781250058652 $24.99

The Chocolate Vampire
Michael Salmon

Count Munch was a very unusual vampire. He didn't like 
doing those creepy things that other vampires did - scaring 
lonely travellers in the dark forest, gnawing on necks, or 
even turning himself into a bat. Somewhere along the way, 
things had gone terribly wrong. All Count Munch liked to 
do was eat chocolate... and lots of it!

Ford Street Publishing • HB • Humour & jokes (Children's / Teenage)

9781925272079 $19.95
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Ford Street Publishing • PB • Humour & jokes (Children's / Teenage)

9781925272086 $12.95

Dandelions
Katrina McKelvey and Kirrili Lonergan

This heart-warming picture book explores the bond 
between a father and his daughter. One day, a little girl 
notices her father mowing the lawn - in the process 
destroying her favourite flowers: the dandelions. There's 
nothing for it: she's just going to have to sit outside and 
wait until they grow back! But fortunately, Dad has another 
idea. Exquisite watercolour illustrations combine with 
lyrical text to create a story perfect for readers aged 4-8.

Exisle • HB • Picture Storybooks

9781921966828 $24.99

Neil Gaiman's Teknophage
Neil Gaiman

The Teknophage, a 65 million-year-old reptile, holds the 
keys to the universe. An immensely powerful being, Henry 
Phage has spent his lifetime as a conqueror, using his 
immense psychic powers and his ability to manipulate 
wormholes in order to take over planets across galaxies 
and feed upon the suffering of the denizens within, 
effectively making himself a god. From The Phage 
Building, located on the planet Kahlighoul, The 
Teknophage plots and plans the expansion of his 
intergalactic empire. However, when he turns his sights 
towards Kahlighoul's sister planet, Earth, the Teknophage 
encounters a source of resistance that he did not expect.

St Martin's Press • PB • Graphic Novels

9781629912776 $19.99

Gruffalo Explorers: The Gruffalo Winter Nature Trail
Julia Donaldson

Calling all nature explorers to go outside with the Gruffalo! 
Don't forget to take Gruffalo Explorers: The Gruffalo 
Winter Nature Trail with you and keep your eyes peeled. 
Learn all about nature with this colourful spotters' guide, 
packed with fun, winter-themed indoor and outdoor 
activities and hundreds of stickers - a brilliant book for all 
the family. This handily sized activity book is suitable for 
even the youngest Gruffalo fans and is full of great 
activities that are based around seeing and engaging with 
nature and the outside world. This fun wintertime sticker 
activity book is about stopping, seeing, listening and 
collecting in a way that's educational, accessible and fun.

Macmillan Children's Books • PB • Interactive & Activity Books & Packs

9781447287278 $9.99

Princess Mirror-Belle and the Dragon Pox
Julia Donaldson

Imagine Ellen's surprise when Princess Mirror-Belle climbs 
out of the bathroom mirror! She comes from a world where 
bubble fish swim in the bath, elves sleep in slippers, and 
brave knights fight fire-breathing dragons. And while Ellen 
has chicken pox, Mirror-Belle has dragon pox - but she 
knows just the cure. The bath is soon overflowing with 
bubbles and goo... but will it get rid of their spots? Based 
on the original Princess Mirror-Belle story for older 
readers, Princess Mirror-Belle and the Dragon Pox is 
the seventh glittery adventure from Julia Donaldson and 
Lydia Monks, the award-winning creators of What the 
Ladybird Heard and The Singing Mermaid. This is a 
book and CD pack.

Macmillan Children's Books • Picture Books

9781447298724 $16.99



Bear and Hare: Snow!
Emily Gravett

It's snowing... and Hare loves snow! He sets out to show 
his friend Bear just how much fun it can be with an action-
packed whirlwind of winter activities. From building a 
snowman to hurling snowballs, Hare's having a great time 
- but Bear doesn't seem so sure. Maybe a sledge, a steep 
slope and an almighty shove will change his mind... This 
laugh-out-loud story is perfect for any child who wishes it 
would snow this winter. A warm and very funny board 
book for younger readers by the award-winning Emily 
Gravett, author of Monkey and Me and Orange Pear, 
Apple Bear. With slapstick humour, loveable characters 
and beautiful illustrations, the Bear and Hare series is set 
to become a childhood favourite.

Macmillan Children's Books • Picture Storybooks

9781447273936 $14.99

The Best Christmas Present Ever!
Ben Mantle

It's Christmas and Bear has forgotten to get his best friend 
Squirrel a present. Oh no! He'll have to make something 
instead. Except Bear isn't very good at making things. A 
badly knitted jumper, a terrible painting and a broken 
rocking chair. They're not exactly the best Christmas 
presents ever... Or are they? The perfect gift for Christmas 
- not just for squirrels!

Macmillan Children's Books • HB • Picture Storybooks

9781447283997 $24.99
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Macmillan Children's Books • PB • Picture Storybooks

9781447284000 $14.99

The Night Before Christmas
Clement C. Moore

The much-loved classic Christmas poem The Night 
Before Christmas is brought to life in this gorgeous 
picture book, which includes a three song CD recorded by 
award-winning performers Peter, Paul and Mary. The 
magical artwork by Eric Puybaret is sure to bring visions of 
sugarplums to everyone's head. Now available with a 
fabulous foiled cover, this is the perfect Christmas present 
for any child.

Macmillan Children's Books • Picture Books

9781509802272 $16.99

The Not Very Merry Pout-Pout Fish
Deborah Diesen

The star of the The New York Times bestselling The Pout-
Pout Fish is back in a holiday-themed original picture 
book. Ho ho ho! Time to turn that frowny pout into a cheery 
shout! Mr Fish is trying to find the perfect presents for his 
friends, but he just isn't having any luck. He's so busy 
shopping for everyone that he almost forgets the true 
meaning of the holidays - surrounding yourself with those 
you love.

Farrar Straus Giroux • HB • Picture Books

9780374355494 $24.99

Christmas Stories
Macmillan Children's Books

Christmas Stories contains short stories for the festive 
period from some of your favourite children's authors -
including Julia Donaldson, the author of The Gruffalo, 
Malorie Blackman, Philip Ardagh, Adèle Geras, Richmal 
Crompton, Robert Westall, Anna Wilson, Karen 
McCombie, Rumer Godden, Martin Waddell and Shirley 
Climo. A perfect stocking-filler filled with tales of snow, 
Christmas trees, family, princesses, magic and, of course, 
presents!

Macmillan Children's Books • PB • General fiction (Children's / Teenage)

9781447284932 $12.99

Christmas Stories: a fingertrail book
Ruth Martin

A delightful first storybook designed for older babies, 
Christmas Stories is a unique way for parents and babies 
to share classic Christmas stories together, including the 
Nutcracker, the Snow Queen and the Nativity. Each 
spread has finger trails cut into the page, and textured 
illustrations for little hands to trace. The trails wind their 
way around beautiful, festive illustrations, designed to 
capture the imagination and the spirit of Christmas. 
Carefully placed, lively rhyming text is a springboard for 
readers to take the story into new directions of their own. 
The perfect start to the festive season with young children.

Campbell Books • Touch & Feel Books

9781447287001 $24.99

Busy Santa
Ag Jatkowska

Santa's got a busy day ahead! In Busy Santa, children 
can push, pull and turn the tabs to help him wrap up the 
presents, load up the sleigh, fly through the sky and 
deliver all the gifts on Christmas Eve. Children will love 
playing with the easy-to-handle mechanisms in this bright 
and colourful board book with gently rhyming text and 
magical illustrations by Ag Jatkowska; part of the Busy 
Book series.

Campbell Books • Novelty, Toy & Die-Cut Books

9781447285465 $14.99



Princess Mirror-Belle and the Magic Shoes
Julia Donaldson

Ellen gets a big shock when her double appears out of the 
bathroom mirror. But Mirror-Belle is a double with a 
difference! She is a princess, and a very mischievous one 
at that. Join magically mischievous Mirror-Belle as she 
comes popping out of Ellen's mirror to sweep her into a 
variety of hilarious escapades - from going to ballet class 
to staying at Ellen's grandparents' house. You can always 
guarantee that wherever Mirror-Belle goes, trouble will 
follow. From the much-loved author of The Gruffalo, Julia 
Donaldson, and illustrated by Lydia Monks - perfect for 
newly independent readers.

Macmillan Children's Books • PB • General fiction (Children's / Teenage)

9781447285632 $12.99

Princess Mirror-Belle and Prince Precious Paws
Julia Donaldson

Ellen gets a big shock when her double appears out of the 
bathroom mirror. But Mirror-Belle is a double with a 
difference! She is a princess, and a very mischievous one 
at that. Join magically mischievous Mirror-Belle as she 
comes popping out of Ellen's mirror to sweep her into a 
variety of hilarious escapades - from causing mischief with 
their furry friends to having fun at Halloween and taking 
the princess test. You can always guarantee that wherever 
Mirror-Belle goes, trouble will follow. From the much-loved 
author of The Gruffalo, Julia Donaldson, and illustrated by 
Lydia Monks - perfect for newly independent readers.

Macmillan Children's Books • PB • General fiction (Children's / Teenage)

9781447285649 $12.99

Fans of the Impossible Life
Kate Scelsa

Fans of the Impossible Life is the story of love, loss, 
growing up and the magic - and terror - of finding friends 
who truly see the person you are and the person you're 
trying to become. It's a story about rituals and love, and of 
those transformative friendships that burn hot and change 
you, but might not last. Sebby and his best friend Mira 
together craft a world of magic rituals and impromptu road 
trips designed to fix the broken parts of their lives. Jeremy 
is the painfully shy art nerd who's been in self-imposed 
isolation after an incident that ruined his last year of 
school. When he sees Sebby for the first time across the 
school lawn, it's as if he's been expecting him.

Macmillan Children's Books • PB • General fiction (Children's / Teenage)

9781509805143 $16.99

Life on the Refrigerator Door
Alice Kuipers

Life on the Refrigerator Door is told exclusively through 
notes exchanged by Claire and her mother, Elizabeth, 
during the course of a life-altering year. Their story builds 
to an emotional crescendo when Elizabeth is diagnosed 
with breast cancer. Stunningly sad but ultimately uplifting, 
this is a clever, moving, and original portrait of the 
relationship between a daughter and mother. It is about 
how we live our lives constantly rushing, seldom making 
time for those we love. It is also an elegy to how much can 
be said in so few words, if only we made the time to say 
them. A new edition of this simultaneously heartbreaking 
and heart-warming novel by Alice Kuipers.

Macmillan Children's Books • PB • General fiction (Children's / Teenage)

9781509801879 $16.99

Zoid: Scavenger 1
Paul Stewart

Scavenger: Zoid is the first in a brilliant sci-fi adventure 
series from the team behind The Edge Chronicles. A 
spaceship the size of a city is on its century-long journey 
to find a new Earth. When it launched it was populated by 
thousands of hopeful passengers and the most 
technologically advanced Zoids in the world, ready to 
serve the crew's every need. But the Zoids rebelled, 
wiping out most of the crew in one bloody uprising. Now 
humans are hunted by the Zoids like vermin. Fourteen-
year-old York is a Scavenger - he hunts Zoids, bringing 
back their parts to mend the technology on which the few 
remaining humans rely. York has always battled to 
survive, but now the fate of his people is in his hands...

Macmillan Children's Books • PB • General fiction (Children's / Teenage)

9781447299950 $14.99

Draw: Creatures!
Macmillan Children's Books

Draw and colour creatures with over 40 top artists and 
illustrators from across the world in this exciting artistic 
collaboration. Join Axel Scheffler, Emily Gravett, Chris 
Riddell, Benji Davies, Marta Altés, Sara Ogilvie, Tim 
Hopgood and many more bestselling illustrators in this 
brilliant, bumper drawing and colouring book. The theme 
of the book is creatures with each page packed with 
monkeys and monsters, dinosaurs and dragons, big cats 
and little cats - and everything in-between! Draw it! 
Colour it! Creatures is the ideal gift for children - and 
adults - that love drawing, colouring-in and children's 
books. With 120 fun-filled pages it's also great for rainy 
days and school holidays, making it the perfect Christmas 
gift.

Macmillan Children's Books • PB • Colouring & Painting Activity Books

9781447290704 $19.99

Our Big Blue Sofa
Tim Hopgood

A joyful adventure story about family life and imaginative 
play, featuring stunning artwork with a retro charm that will 
appeal to all ages. Our Big Blue Sofa was the winner of 
the Cambridgeshire 'Read It Again!' Award in 2007 and 
was nominated for the Kate Greenaway Medal the same 
year. Now available as paperback with a bright new cover, 
this warm and funny book from the award winning author-
illustrator of Wow! Said the Owl is as fresh and original 
as when it was first published. The perfect book for any 
child who has ever bounced on the sofa -- and every adult 
who has ever told them not to!

Macmillan Children's Books • PB • Picture Books

9781447276760 $14.99

Here Comes Frankie!
Tim Hopgood

Frankie and his parents live a quiet life. Frankie's dad 
reads for hours in silence. His mum sits upstairs with the 
crossword. But when Frankie decides to learn the trumpet, 
everything begins to change. Not only can Frankie hear 
the sounds he makes - he can see and smell them too! 
And the more he plays, the more infectious his music 
becomes... A warm and uplifting story about family, noise 
and colour, featuring stunning artwork with a retro charm 
that will appeal to all ages.

Macmillan Children's Books • PB • Picture Books

9781447276753 $14.99



A Dog Called Rod
Tim Hopgood

Elsa wants a dog. Dad says that dogs are noisy, messy 
and expensive, and that you can't have a dog if you live in 
a big block of flats. But then Dad hasn't met Rod! Rod may 
be a dog, but he's very tidy. He likes modern art, bicycle 
rides and broccoli - and he even remembers to flush the 
toilet. Perhaps Rod is just too good to be true... A warm 
and original story about family life and imaginary friends, 
featuring stunning artwork with a retro charm that will 
appeal to all ages. This fresh and funny book from the 
award-winning author-illustrator of Wow! Said the Owl is 
now available as a paperback with a stylish bright new 
cover. The perfect book for any child who has ever wanted 
a pet - and for any parent who has had to say no.

Macmillan Children's Books • PB • Picture Books

9781447276777 $14.99

Spooky Poems
James Carter, Brian Moses

Spooky Poems is a collection of scary poems about 
ghosts, ghouls, bats, witches, vampires and all things 
creepy - by bestselling children's poets Brian Moses and 
James Carter. A Good Scary Poem Needs... A haunted 
house, a pattering mouse. A spooky feeling, a spider-
webbed ceiling. A squeaking door, a creaking floor. A 
swooping bat, the eyes of a cat. A dreadful dream, a 
distant scream. A ghost that goes 'BOO' and You!

Macmillan Children's Books • PB • Poetry (Children's / Teenage)

9781447272588 $14.99

Spooky House
Lift-the-Flap

With fun characters to meet, and lots to look for and find, 
there are tricks and treats in store in the Spooky House 
this Halloween. From the witch's kitchen to the haunted 
attic and vampire's crypt, there are eight ghoulish scenes 
to explore. Each scene has flaps to lift that have spooky 
surprises lurking underneath. Rhymes to read out loud 
and share as the creepy characters prepare their spook-
tacular Halloween party.

Priddy Books • HB • Pop-Up & Lift-The-Flap Books

9781783411771 $12.99

Playtown Construction
A Lift-The-Flap Book

There's a lot of building going on in Playtown! Inside this 
highly detailed, illustrated board book there is so much for 
children to discover, learn and explore about construction -
diggers are digging holes, materials are being delivered 
and roads are being laid. Each busy page has flaps to lift 
which give children more detail and information about the 
picture above. At the back of the book are two gatefold 
pages to open up which reveal bustling building scenes.

Priddy Books • Pop-Up & Lift-The-Flap Books

9781783412419 $12.99

First 100 Words Sticker Book
First 100 Books

New first concepts sticker book in the Priddy First 100 
branding. Preschoolers can develop their speech, 
vocabulary and early literacy skills using this sticker book 
introducing over 100 first words. The colourful pages have 
familiar things to name, and learning becomes interactive 
as children look for, find and match the correct sticker to 
the correct word. Ideal to help children aged three and 
over build language, start word and picture association 
and develop hand-eye coordination.

Priddy Books • PB • Sticker & Stamp Books

9781783412365 $9.99

At The Zoo
Fold-out Treasure Hunt

A photographic seek-and-find books for children aged two 
and over, with five big fold-out pages. When opened up, 
each fold-out reveals bright and bold collections of animals 
to see at the zoo, organised into categories such as On 
Safari to introduce the concept of grouping. With question 
prompts on every fold-out to encourage children to look 
for, find and count objects.

Priddy Books • HB • Novelty, Toy & Die-Cut Books

9781783411092 $9.99

Around the House
Fold-out Treasure Hunt

A photographic seek-and-find books for children aged two 
and over, with five big fold-out pages. When opened up, 
each fold-out reveals bright and bold collections of things 
to find at home, organised into categories such as In the 
Kitchen to introduce the concept of grouping. With 
question prompts on every fold-out to encourage children 
to look for, find and count objects.

Priddy Books • HB • Novelty, Toy & Die-Cut Books

9781783411061 $9.99

Puppy
Animal Buddies

Children will love to meet the animal characters in this new 
series of novelty board books. Each book has cute rhymes 
to read and share, plus fun illustrated scenes of where 
each Animal Buddy lives and plays. What young readers 
will like best, is the pair of soft, furry animal ears on each 
book to play with, touch and feel. Encourage listening 
skills and imagination, and also stimulate developing 
senses.

Priddy Books • HB • Novelty, Toy & Die-Cut Books

9781783411764 $6.99



Monkey
Animal Buddies

Children will love to meet the animal characters in this new 
series of novelty board books. Each book has cute rhymes 
to read and share, plus fun illustrated scenes of where 
each Animal Buddy lives and plays. What young readers 
will like best, is the pair of soft, furry animal ears on each 
book to play with, touch and feel. Encourage listening 
skills and imagination, and also stimulate developing 
senses.

Priddy Books • HB • Novelty, Toy & Die-Cut Books

9781783411733 $6.99

Cow
Animal Buddies

Children will love to meet the animal characters in this new 
series of novelty board books. Each book has cute rhymes 
to read and share, plus fun illustrated scenes of where 
each Animal Buddy lives and plays. What young readers 
will like best, is the pair of soft, furry animal ears on each 
book to play with, touch and feel. Encourage listening 
skills and imagination, and also stimulate developing 
senses.

Priddy Books • HB • Novelty, Toy & Die-Cut Books

9781783411740 $6.99

Tiger
Animal Buddies

Children will love to meet the animal characters in this new 
series of novelty board books. Each book has cute rhymes 
to read and share, plus fun illustrated scenes of where 
each Animal Buddy lives and plays. What young readers 
will like best, is the pair of soft, furry animal ears on each 
book to play with, touch and feel. Encourage listening 
skills and imagination, and also stimulate developing 
senses.

Priddy Books • HB • Novelty, Toy & Die-Cut Books

9781783411757 $6.99




